Growth of SnO$_2$ nanosheet arrays on various conductive substrates as integrated electrodes for lithium-ion batteries†
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A facile template-free solution method combined with a post annealing treatment is successfully developed to grow interconnected SnO$_2$ nanosheets on various conductive substrates. Moreover, a second layer of SnO$_2$ nanosheets can be grown on top of the first layer by simply repeating the procedure. When tested as integrated binder-free electrodes for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), the electrodes deliver reasonably high specific capacity, excellent cycling stability and good rate capability.

Among the myriad energy-storage technologies, rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are currently the predominant power source for portable electronic devices, and have shown great promise for upcoming large-scale applications of electric vehicles, because of their advantages of high energy density, long lifespan, no memory effect, and environmental benignity.\textsuperscript{1-4} Tin dioxide (SnO$_2$) has been regarded as a promising candidate as anode materials for LIBs based on the reversible alloying/dealloying reactions between lithium and metallic Sn nanocrystals, which can be described by the following equations:

\begin{align}
\text{SnO}_2 + 4\text{Li}^+ + 4\text{e}^- & \rightarrow \text{Sn} + 2\text{Li}_2\text{O} \quad (1) \\
\text{Sn} + x\text{Li}^+ + x\text{e}^- & \rightarrow \text{Li}_x\text{Sn} \quad (0 \leq x \leq 4.4) \quad (2)
\end{align}

The first reaction represents the largely irreversible reduction process of SnO$_2$ to metallic Sn. Such an irreversible chemical transformation is partly responsible for the large initial irreversible capacity loss which is usually observed in SnO$_2$-based electrodes.\textsuperscript{5-12} The second process illustrates the reversible alloying/dealloying process between Sn and Li, which contributes to the high theoretical specific capacity of $\sim$790 mA h g$^{-1}$. However, this reversible process is also accompanied by a large volume change of more than 200%, which leads to pulverization of the electrodes and becomes one significant drawback of SnO$_2$-based electrode materials.\textsuperscript{9-11} To improve the electrochemical performances of SnO$_2$-based anodes, various nanostructured SnO$_2$ materials with different shapes and particle sizes have been synthesized, including zero-dimensional (0D) nanoparticles,\textsuperscript{14,15} one-dimensional (1D) nanorods/nanowires/nanotubes,\textsuperscript{16-18} two-dimensional (2D) nanosheets,\textsuperscript{19,20} and three-dimensional (3D) hollow or porous nanostructures.\textsuperscript{21-27} It has been suggested that the low-dimensional such as 1D and 2D nanostructures are able to better withstand the huge volume change during the charge–discharge process.\textsuperscript{9,11,16-20} The void space provided by the hollow or porous structures can also accommodate the structural strain, thus leading to improved lithium storage properties.\textsuperscript{21-27} Notwithstanding these advances, the rational design and controllable synthesis of nanostructured SnO$_2$ with superior lithium storage performance still remain as significant challenges.

Currently, an emerging new concept is to grow 3D electroactive nanostructures on conductive substrates to be directly used as integrated electrodes for LIBs.\textsuperscript{28,29} The 3D architectures not only ensure much higher lithium ion flux across the electrode due to the dramatically increased electrode–electrolyte interface, but also serve as the pathway for efficient electron transport. Moreover, the free space within 3D electrodes can better accommodate the volume variation of the entire electrode during lithium insertion/extraction.\textsuperscript{28,29} Therefore, significant improvements in electrochemical performance can be expected by using SnO$_2$ nanostructures grown directly on conductive substrates. For example, Ko \textit{et al.} reported the synthesis of SnO$_2$ nanowires on the current collector based on a vapor–liquid–solid mechanism via a thermal evaporation method.\textsuperscript{30} The integrated single-crystalline SnO$_2$ nanowire electrode demonstrates stable cycling behavior, high specific discharge capacity and superior rate capability. Wang \textit{et al.} synthesized SnO$_2$ nanotube arrays on a titanium substrate via ZnO nanowire arrays as sacrificial templates.\textsuperscript{31} The SnO$_2$ nanotube arrays on the titanium substrate feature the large surface area, good electrical conductivity, and
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\textsuperscript{†} Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/c3mh00077j
adhesion with the current collector, leading to the enhanced performance in LIBs. Liu et al. developed a hydrothermal approach to synthesize SnO₂ nanorod arrays on large-area flexible metallic substrates (Fe–Co–Ni alloy and Ni foil), which delivers a high reversible capacity and excellent rate capability. Recently, Chen et al. reported a general kinetics-controlled solution growth of aligned mesocrystalline SnO₂ nanorod arrays on several substrates for LIBs. The hydrolysis process of SnCl₄ as well as the nucleation and growth of SnO₂ crystals is delicately controlled in the mixed solvents, leading to an exclusively heterogeneous nucleation on the substrate and subsequent growth into mesocrystalline nanorod array. However, one common significant drawback of such integrated electrodes is the low mass loading of electroactive materials, which will limit the energy density of electrodes. In this work, a facile template-free solution method combined with a post annealing treatment is successfully developed to grow interconnected SnO₂ nanosheets on various conductive substrates as integrated binder-free electrodes for LIBs. Importantly, a second layer of SnO₂ nanosheets can be grown on top of the first layer by simply repeating this procedure. By growth of the SnO₂ nanosheets double-layer, the mass loading of SnO₂ nanosheets on the conductive substrate can be almost doubled, which provides an effective approach to increase the energy density of the integrated electrodes. These integrated electrodes deliver high specific capacity, excellent cycling stability and good rate capability.

Three different types of conductive substrates (i.e., Ti, Cu foil and flexible graphite paper) are used in this work. Take Ti foil as an example to illustrate the typical synthesis procedure. After the acid treatment to remove the possible impurities/oxide layer on the surface, the X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) pattern shows the high purity of Ti foil (Fig. S1, see ESI†). Interconnected SnO₂ nanosheets are synthesized through a simple hydrothermal method coupled with a post-annealing treatment. The detailed preparation procedure can be found in the Experimental section. The crystallographic phase of the interconnected SnO₂ nanosheets grown on Ti foil is determined by XRD as shown in Fig. 1. All of the diffraction peaks in the XRD pattern can be unambiguously assigned to tetragonal rutile SnO₂ (JCPDS card no. 41-1445; space group P4₂/mnm, a₀ = 4.738 Å, c₀ = 3.187 Å) and Ti foil (JCPDS card no. 44-1294, Fig. S1, ESI†). No additional diffraction peaks from possible impurities are detected, indicating the high purity of the product. The optical photograph shows the brown surface color of the Ti foil after reaction, indicating the formation of the SnO₂ layer (Fig. S2, ESI†).

Fig. 2a and b demonstrate the top-view field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of the interconnected SnO₂ nanosheets single-layer grown on Ti foil. The panoramic FESEM image (Fig. 2a) shows that the SnO₂ nanosheets are
uniformly grown on Ti foil to form a conformal coating on the surface. The magnified FESEM image (Fig. 2b) reveals that the SnO$_2$ layer is composed of perpendicularly oriented nanosheets. It can also be clearly observed that the open space between SnO$_2$ nanosheets is relatively large and the SnO$_2$ layer is constructed by interconnected sheet-like subunits with a thickness of several nanometers. Moreover, the SnO$_2$ nanosheets are interconnected with each other to form a hierarchical network. The cross-section FESEM image shows the homogeneously aligned SnO$_2$ nanosheets and that the thickness of the SnO$_2$ nanosheets single-layer is about 250 nm (Fig. 2c). In average, the mass loading of the SnO$_2$ nanosheets single-layer is about 0.4 mg on 1 cm$^2$ of the conductive substrate.

By simply repeating the hydrothermal growth procedure on the SnO$_2$ nanosheets single-layer as the substrate, a second layer of SnO$_2$ nanosheets can be grown on top of the first layer to obtain SnO$_2$ nanosheets double-layer on the conductive substrate. The low-magnification FESEM image shows that the second layer of SnO$_2$ nanosheets is uniformly grown on the first SnO$_2$ nanosheet layer to form a homogeneous coating on the first SnO$_2$ nanosheet surface (Fig. 2d). The enlarged FESEM image shows that the sheet-like nanostructures of the second SnO$_2$ nanosheet layer are as the same as that of the first SnO$_2$ nanosheet layer (Fig. 2e). The cross-sectional FESEM image clearly shows the double-layered structure, and that the thickness of the second SnO$_2$ layer is also about 250 nm (Fig. 2f), which is the same as the first layer. Thus, the total thickness of SnO$_2$ nanosheets double-layer is about 500 nm. Moreover, the second SnO$_2$ layer is robustly adhered to the first SnO$_2$ layer and maintains the integrated structure. By growing SnO$_2$ nanosheets double-layer on the conductive substrate, the mass loading of SnO$_2$ nanosheets will be significantly increased to about 0.8 mg on 1 cm$^2$ of the conductive substrate. Thus, a higher energy density of electrodes could be achieved by simply repeating the growth of a second layer of SnO$_2$ nanosheets.

SnO$_2$ nanosheets are scratched from Ti foil and further characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as shown in Fig. 3. The low-magnification image in Fig. 3a shows planar or perpendicular thin sheets, with the edge length mostly no more than 100 nm in both dimensions. The magnified image clearly shows that the nanosheets are continuous with a smooth surface (Fig. 3b). The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of a flat lying nanosheet is shown in Fig. 3c. Lattice fringes with a spacing of 0.34 nm can be seen from the HRTEM image, corresponding to the (110) planes of SnO$_2$. From the HRTEM observation of representative cross-sections of nanosheets (Fig. 3d), the thickness of SnO$_2$ nanosheets is about 5 nm. The HRTEM image also shows a crystalline character with a lattice spacing of 0.24 nm, which is close to the interplanar distance of (111) planes of SnO$_2$. Considering the crystallographic structure of SnO$_2$, it might be deduced that the nominal exposed top and bottom planes of these nanosheets should be {111} facets, which is in agreement with that observed in a previous report.$^{34}$

Besides Ti foil, interconnected SnO$_2$ nanosheets can also be well grown on other conductive substrates, such as Cu foil, and even flexible graphite paper, indicating the feasibility and generality of this facile method. As shown in Fig. 4 (also Fig. S2 and S3, see ESI†), SnO$_2$ nanosheets single-layer and double-layer are successfully grown on Cu foil and graphite paper. The facile growth of SnO$_2$ nanosheets on different substrates may endow promising applications in many fields. Moreover, it is worth noting that the successful growth of high-quality electroactive nanostructures on flexible substrates is very important for the fabrication of so-called wearable, light-weight or flexible energy-storage devices, which will find broad applications in many situations.

Interconnected SnO$_2$ nanosheets grown on Ti foil are directly used as an integrated electrode for LIBs to highlight the merits of the unique hierarchical structure. Fig. 5a shows the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of SnO$_2$ nanosheets double-layer for the first three consecutive cycles at a scan rate of 0.5 mV s$^{-1}$ in the voltage window of 2.5–0.005 V. The CV behavior is generally consistent with those of SnO$_2$ reported in the literature, suggesting the same electrochemical reaction pathway.$^{5,18,30–37}$ Specifically, three pairs of poorly defined redox current peaks can be clearly observed. The two apparent reduction peaks around 0.6 V and 0.7 V should be related to the partially reversible reduction of SnO$_2$ to Sn (see eqn (1) above) and the formation of the solid–electrolyte interface (SEI), which shifts to a higher potential of about 0.9 V and 1.2 V after the first cycle.$^{17}$

The other redox pair (cathodic, anodic) shown at the potentials (V) of (0.01, 0.7) can be attributed to the alloying (cathodic scan) and dealloying (anodic scan) processes (see eqn (2) above), which is much more pronounced than the other two pairs, marking the major contribution to the total capacity of the cell.$^{30–37}$ From the second cycle onwards, the CV curves mostly overlap, indicating the good reversibility of the electrochemical reactions. In agreement with this CV result, the charge-discharge voltage profiles (Fig. S4 and S5, see ESI†) are characteristic of SnO$_2$-based materials.$^{5,18,30–37}$

![Fig. 3](image_url) TEM (a and b) and HRTEM (c and d) images of SnO$_2$ nanosheets scratched from Ti foil.
Fig. 5b shows the discharge–charge cycling performance of interconnected SnO$_2$ nanosheets evaluated between 0.05 and 1.5 V at a current density of 200 mA g$^{-1}$. The SnO$_2$ nanosheets single-layer and double-layer deliver high initial discharge capacities of 375 and 570 mAh g$^{-1}$ (corresponding to 1576 and 1196 mA h g$^{-1}$), respectively. Clearly, there is a large capacity loss in the second cycle, which is mainly attributed to the initial irreversible formation of Li$_2$O in the first cycle, and other irreversible processes such as trapping of some lithium in the lattice, inevitable formation of the SEI layer and electrolyte decomposition, which are common for most anode materials.$^{136-140}$ From the second cycle onward, the two samples display excellent cycling stability with almost no fading of capacity over the first 30 cycles. In particular, the SnO$_2$ nanosheet double-layer sample exhibits a high reversible capacity of 260 mAh g$^{-1}$ ($\approx$500 mA h g$^{-1}$; Fig. S5, ESI†) in the 30th cycle, whereas only a low capacity of 111 mAh g$^{-1}$ ($\approx$500 mA h g$^{-1}$; Fig. S4, ESI†) can be delivered by SnO$_2$ nanosheets single-layer. It should be mentioned that the SnO$_2$ nanosheet single-layer and double-layer electrodes show similar discharge capacities calculated based on the weight of SnO$_2$ nanosheets (500–550 mA h g$^{-1}$). Thus, the enhanced discharge capacity calculated when normalized with the surface area of integrated anodes is attributed to the high mass loading of SnO$_2$ nanosheets in the double-layer sample ($\approx$0.8 mg cm$^{-2}$), which is almost twice that of the SnO$_2$ nanosheets single-layer sample. By layer-by-layer growth of SnO$_2$ nanosheets, the mass loading of electroactive materials on integrated electrodes could be increased. Thus, a high energy density of integrated electrodes for LIBs can be achieved. Compared with SnO$_2$ nanosheets and nanoparticles,$^{35,36}$ it is clear that the interconnected SnO$_2$ nanosheets grown on Ti foil manifest significantly enhanced cycling performance. After cycling for 30 cycles, we have carried out the post-mortem study by FESEM examination (Fig. S6, see ESI†). Even though the SnO$_2$ nanosheets are changed to SnO$_2$ nanoparticles, the uniform interconnected SnO$_2$ layer with open space between SnO$_2$ nanoparticles can be still retained, indicating the good structural stability of this 3D integrated electrode and the unique nanostructure of interconnected SnO$_2$ nanosheets. To evaluate the rate capability, the SnO$_2$ nanosheets double-layer are cycled at various charge–discharge current densities ranging from 200 to 1500 mA g$^{-1}$ over a voltage window of 0.05–1.5 V (Fig. 5c). The SnO$_2$ nanosheet double-layer electrode experiences only small decrease in capacity as the current density increases. As an example, at a high current density of 1500 mA g$^{-1}$, the SnO$_2$ nanosheets double-layer can still deliver a stable discharge capacity of about 400 mA h g$^{-1}$. Such a good rate performance is of great
importance for fabricating LIBs with improved energy density for future high power applications.

The excellent cycling stability and rate capability of these SnO2-based integrated electrodes might be attributed to the combination of 3D integrated electrode and unique nanostructure of interconnected SnO2 nanosheets. Specifically, the ultrathin 2D sheet-like nanostructures possess a short distance for Li\(^+\) ion diffusion and large electrode–electrolyte contact area for high Li\(^+\) ion flux across the interface, leading to enhanced rate capability.\(^{19,20}\) Meanwhile, the low-dimensional 2D nanostructures can effectively accommodate the large volume change during the charge–discharge process, thus leading to improved lithium storage properties.\(^{19,20}\) Also, the interconnected SnO2 nanosheet array maintains all the advantageous features of building 2D nanostructure arrays on conductive metal substrates, such as the short diffusion length and facile strain relaxation, good structural buffer against volume change offered by the interval space between interconnected SnO2 nanosheets, and fast electron transport owing to the robust adhesion of arrayed nanosheets to the conductive substrates and their large contact area with the electrolyte.\(^{18,19}\)

Combining the low-dimensional 2D sheet-like nanostructures, the 3D integrated electrode, and layer-by-layer growth of electroactive materials, the integrated electrode design of interconnected SnO2 nanosheets grown on conductive substrates offers another promising route for improving the cycle life and energy density of SnO2-based electrodes for LIBs.

In summary, we have rationally designed and grown interconnected SnO2 nanosheets on various conductive substrates as integrated binder-free electrodes for lithium-ion batteries. Moreover, a second layer of SnO2 nanosheets can be grown on top of the first layer of SnO2 nanosheets by simply repeating the growth procedure, which provides an effective approach to increase the energy density of the integrated electrodes. The obtained integrated electrode manifests high specific capacity, excellent cycling stability and good rate capability. Such highly integrated binder- and additive-free electrodes made by directly growing electroactive nanostructured materials on conductive substrates might hold some potential to develop a new class of high-performance electrodes for high-energy lithium-ion batteries.

**Experimental section**

**Materials synthesis**

In a typical synthesis, a conductive substrate (graphite paper, Ti or Cu foil, 2 cm × 4 cm in rectangular shape) was immersed in a 3 M HCl solution for 5 min to clear the surface layer before reaction. Urea (Sigma-Aldrich, 0.5 g), mercaptoacetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, 10 \(\mu\)L), and HCl solution (37 wt%, Merck, 0.5 mL) were dissolved into 40 mL of H\(_2\)O at room temperature to form a clear solution, followed by the addition of tin dichloride dehydrate (SnCl\(_2\)·2H\(_2\)O; Sigma-Aldrich, 0.1 g). After stirring for 2 min, the reaction mixture was then transferred into a 60 mL polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon)-lined stainless-steel autoclave, and the pretreated conductive substrate was placed in the autoclave. Afterwards, the autoclave was heated to 120 °C in an electric oven. After reaction for 6 h, the substrate was taken out and then cleaned by ultrasonication to remove the loosely attached products on the surface before being fully dried in air at 60 °C. To grow a second SnO2 nanosheet layer on the conductive substrate, the same procedure was repeated by using the conductive substrate with SnO2 nanosheets single-layer. In order to get crystallized SnO2 sheets, the conductive substrate with the as-grown precursor was annealed in N\(_2\) at 500 °C with a temperate ramp of 1 °C min\(^{-1}\) for 6 h. The mass loadings of SnO2 were calculated based on the weight difference before and after growth of SnO2. 10 pieces of conductive substrates were weighed to calculate the average mass loadings of SnO2. In average, the mass loading of the SnO2 nanosheets single-layer is \(\sim 0.4 \text{ mg on 1 cm} \times 1 \text{ cm of the conductive substrate, carefully weighed after calcination. By growing SnO2,}\)
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**Fig. 5** (a) CV profile of SnO2 nanosheets double-layer on Ti foil showing the first three cycles between 0.005 and 2.5 V at a scan rate of 0.5 mV s\(^{-1}\); (b) cycling performance of SnO2 nanosheets single-layer and double-layer on Ti foil over the voltage range of 0.05 – 1.5 V vs Li/Li\(^+\) at the same current density of 200 mA g\(^{-1}\); (c) rate capability of SnO2 nanosheets double-layer on Ti foil between 0.05 and 1.5 V.
charging tests were performed on a NEWARE battery tester with a working electrode without an ancillary binder or conductive agent. The electrolyte was 1 M LiPF$_6$ in a 50:50 (w/w) mixture of ethylene carbonate and diethyl carbonate. Cell assembly was carried out in an Ar-filled glovebox with both moisture and oxygen concentrations below 1.0 ppm. The galvanostatic charging-discharging tests were performed on a NEWARE battery tester with a cut-off voltage window of 0.05–1.5 V vs. Li$^+$/Li.

Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical tests were carried out using two-electrode Swagelok-type cells with pure lithium foil as the counter and reference electrodes at room temperature. The conductive substrate supported SnO$_2$ nanosheets were directly applied as the working electrode without an ancillary binder or conductive agent. The electrolyte was 1 M LiPF$_6$ in a 50:50 (w/w) mixture of ethylene carbonate and diethyl carbonate. Cell assembly was carried out in an Ar-filled glovebox with both moisture and oxygen concentrations below 1.0 ppm. The galvanostatic charging-discharging tests were performed on a NEWARE battery tester with a cut-off voltage window of 0.05–1.5 V vs. Li$^+$/Li.
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